
Scaling the Web

QoS Issues in
Web Services

T raditionally, access to services offered over
the World Wide Web has relied on the
interaction between a browser and a Web

server using the HTTP protocol. More recently,
programmatic access to services over the Web,
called Web services, has been the subject of intense
activity and standardization efforts.1-2

In this new model, Web service providers use the
Web Services Description Language (WSDL)3 to
describe the services they provide and how to invoke
them. The service providers then register their ser-
vices in a public service registry using universal
description, discovery, and integration (UDDI).4

Application programs discover services in the reg-
istry and obtain a URL for the WSDL file that
describes the service. Then, the applications can
invoke the services using the XML-based simple
object access protocol (SOAP) in either asynchronous
messaging or remote procedure call (RPC) mode.1,5

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of Web services
and how the model differs from that of tradition-
al access to a Web site. Traditional Web sites (Fig-
ure 1a) implement all components needed to carry
out user transactions: user interface and naviga-
tion management, business logic, and access to
persistent storage. Web services sites give users
access to some or all of these services through pro-
grams that provide these services over the Web, as
Figure 1b shows. In this case, the travel site uses
Web services applications for airline booking, hotel
reservation, and car rental reservation.

Issues in Web Services
Quality of service (QoS) is a combination of sever-
al qualities or properties of a service, such as:

� Availability is the percentage of time that a ser-
vice is operating. 

� Security properties include the existence and
type of authentication mechanisms the service
offers, confidentiality and data integrity of
messages exchanged, nonrepudiation of re-

quests or messages, and resilience to denial-of-
service attacks.

� Response time is the time a service takes to
respond to various types of requests.
Response time is a function of load intensity,
which can be measured in terms of arrival
rates (such as requests per second) or number
of concurrent requests. QoS takes into
account not only the average response time,
but also the percentile (95th percentile, for
example) of the response time. 

� Throughput is the rate at which a service can
process requests. QoS measures can include the
maximum throughput or a function that
describes how throughput varies with load
intensity.

The QoS measure is observed by Web services users.
These users are not human beings but programs that
send requests for services to Web service providers.
QoS issues in Web services have to be evaluated
from the perspective of the providers of Web ser-
vices (such as the airline-booking Web service in
Figure 1) and from the perspective of the users of
these services (in this case, the travel agent site). 

Service Provider Perspective
A service provider needs to consider many aspects
of QoS. One of them is its QoS policy. Some Web
services adopt a best-effort policy, which offers no
guarantee that requests for services will be accept-
ed (they could just be dropped in case of overload),
and no guarantees on response time, throughput,
or availability are provided. While this type of pol-
icy may be acceptable in some cases, it is totally
unacceptable in others, especially when a Web ser-
vice becomes an important part of an application
composed of various Web services, as in the trav-
el site example. In these cases, Web service
providers may want longer-term relationships with
users of their services. These relationships gener-
ate service level agreements (SLAs), legally bind-
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ing contracts that establish bounds on various QoS
metrics. Examples of conditions that an SLA may
contain include these:

� The average response time for the
GetFlightAvailability request should
not exceed 0.5 seconds.

� Ninety-five percent of requests to the Book-
Flight service should complete in less than
two seconds.

� The airline reservation Web service should be
available at least 99.9 percent of the time.

It is not easy for Web service providers to man-
age their computational resources when the
workload they see is unpredictable and exhibits
high peak-to-average ratios in workload intensi-
ty. To ensure that all admitted requests obtain the
level of service users expect, Web service
providers might need to implement priority-based
admission control mechanisms.6 This might
require rejecting low-priority requests. Web ser-
vice providers might also offer multiple QoS lev-
els differentiated by cost.

Service User Perspective
The traditional travel site in Figure 1a did not need
to rely on any third-party services to determine the
quality of the services it provides to its customers.
When Web services are used, as in Figure 1b, the
QoS of the travel site may be strongly affected by
the QoS of the various Web services it uses.

Figure 2 shows a Web service flow graph (WSFG)
whose nodes are either Web sites or Web services.
A directed edge between nodes a and b indicates
that a uses the services of b. The label on the edge
(a, b), called the relative visit ratio, is the average
number of times node b is visited per visit to node a.
So on average, each travel booking request to the
travel site generates Va requests to the airline Web
service, Vh requests to the hotel Web service, and Vc
requests to the car rental Web service.

We can now use an argument based on the
Forced Flow Law7 to establish an upper bound on
the throughput XTA of the travel site based on the
throughputs of the three Web services it uses. For
example, every request the travel site completes
generates Va requests on average to the airline
Web service. The throughput Xa of the airline ser-
vice therefore needs to be at least equal to Va ×
XTA, since that service must be able to serve all
requests it receives from the travel site as well as
all requests coming from other sites that use its
service. We can make the same kind of argument

for all other Web services and write that

Xa ≥ Va × XTA (1)

Xh ≥ Vh × XTA (2)

Xc ≥ Vc × XTA (3)

where Xa, Xh,, and Xc represent the throughputs of
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the airline, hotel, and car rental Web services,
respectively.

We can now combine Equations 1-3 to establish
an upper bound on the throughput of the travel site:

. (4)

To see the usefulness of this equation, suppose that
the throughput of the airline, hotel, and car rental
Web services is 20 requests/sec, 15 requests/sec,
and 10 requests/sec, respectively, and that on aver-
age, each travel site request will visit the airline
Web service four times, the hotel Web service
twice, and the car rental service only once. So,
using Equation 4, we can say that

requests/sec. (5)

Equation 5 says that in order for the travel site to
increase the upper bound on its throughput, it would
need to use a better airline Web service, because this
is the Web service that limits the maximum through-
put of the travel site. Alternatively, the travel site
could try to reduce the number of times it has to
invoke the airline Web service per transaction.

Of course, the performance of the various Web
services the travel site uses depends not only on
the load placed on them by the travel site, but also
on the load coming from other sources.

The above computation can be generalized to
any acyclic directed WSFG, such as the one in Fig-
ure 3, in which Web services B and C provide ser-
vice to A. Web service B uses Web services D and
E, and Web service C uses Web services E and F.

An upper bound on the throughput of Web service
A, in terms of the relative visit ratios and as a
function of the throughputs of Web services B, C,
D, E, and F, can be written as

.  (6)

Equation 6 easily generalizes to an arbitrary
acyclic WSFG. 

A site that uses Web services may need to con-
sider transactional Web services. A transaction, in
database parlance, is a sequence of actions that
must be executed as a unit. For example, when a
Web site sells a travel package to a customer, the
site must confirm all components of the package
(flights, hotels, and car rental reservations). It is
common to require distributed transactions to have
the ACID property in the presence of any type of
site or network failures:

� Atomicity: Either all actions of a transaction
are executed or none are.

� Consistency: Updates made by a transaction
preserve its consistency constraints.

� Isolation: Concurrent transactions do not
reflect the effects of a transaction until that
transaction completes.

� Durability: The updates of committed transac-
tions are never lost.

The two-phase commit protocol is used to guaran-
tee the ACID property in distributed database sys-
tems. This protocol requires individual nodes to
lock records while the transaction is in progress.
This approach is not efficient for long-lived trans-
actions, however, because of the inherent loss of
concurrency, which degrades the QoS.

Another approach for dealing with long-lived
transactions is based on compensations; that is, dif-
ferent services may commit locally, but should be
ready to cancel their actions if conditions negotiat-
ed a priori require it. For example, the airline Web
service may hold a seat for 48 hours and agree to
accept an explicit cancellation (a compensating
action) within that interval, or may decide to uni-
laterally cancel if a confirmation is not received
within that period.8 The hotel reservation Web ser-
vice may reserve a room but accept cancellations up
to 24 hours prior to the reserved date, afterward
automatically charging for a first night.
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Figure 3. A more complex Web services flow graph.Web service A
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Various organizations have proposed protocols
to handle the demands of different kinds of trans-
actions. The business transaction protocol, creat-
ed by the Organization for the Advancement of
Structured Information Systems, allows for two
types of transactions: ACID (which it calls atoms)
and non-ACID (which it calls cohesions).8 IBM,
Microsoft, and BEA systems just released a draft
framework called WS-Coordination,9 which pro-
vides protocols that coordinate the action of dis-
tributed applications. They also released WS-
Transaction,10 which offers two coordination
types based on WS-Coordination: Atomic Trans-
action (AT) and Business Activities (BA). ATs are
useful for short-lived transactions and BAs for
long-lived ones.

Common Issues
Many providers compete to offer the same Web
services, meaning that users can decide to select
providers on the basis of the QoS to which they
can commit. This implies that users and providers
need to be able to engage in QoS negotiation.

The interaction between users and Web service
providers occurs via XML-based SOAP messages.
Therefore, messages tend to be longer than they
would be otherwise and require XML parsers for
interpretation at both sides. These two factors
reduce the performance of third-party services.

Providers must monitor the load they receive
from users and check whether the service they pro-
vide to them meets the agreed-upon SLAs. Users
must also check on the quality of the service they
obtain. QoS monitoring may be outsourced to QoS
monitoring services such as the ones that monitor
Web sites (such as www.keynote.com).
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